Essential role of the microglial triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells-2 (TREM2) for central nervous tissue immune homeostasis.
While there is a strong evidence for neural tissue destruction mediated by adaptive autoimmune responses, it is still debated how innate immune responses contribute to neuroinflammatory and neurodegenerative diseases such as multiple sclerosis and Alzheimer's disease. Recently, it was shown that loss-of-function mutations of the innate microglial immune receptor triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells-2 (TREM2) led to a chronic neurodegenerative disease, named Nasu-Hakola disease or polycystic lipomembranous osteodysplasia with sclerosing leukoencephalopathy (PLOSL). PLOSL is a recessively inherited disease characterized by early onset adult dementia associated with bone cysts. Since microglial cells are the major TREM2-producing cell type in the central nervous system (CNS), they appear to be plausible candidates for the neurodegenerative pathogenesis of PLOSL. Indeed, TREM2 of microglia fulfils important function of tissue debris clearance and resolution of latent inflammatory reactions. Absence of TREM2 expression on microglia impairs their capacity to phagocytose cell membrane debris and increases their gene transcription of pro-inflammatory cytokines. The disease PLOSL and the finding that TREM2 of microglia is required for tissue debris clearance provide prototypic molecular evidence that dysfunctional innate immunity can be disease causative leading to a chronic neurodegenerative process.